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Abstract:
Migration studies cannot explain a paradox why migrations from regions or countries with lower economic performance to regions or countries with higher economic performance remain low even though the economic incentives of emigration are high. This gives EU stakeholders solid reasons for building serious administrative barriers and introducing “transition periods” for free movement of labour from EU-8. It is generally believed that removing barriers would cause mass labour migration. However, it might be that the problem lies elsewhere and labour migration might remain low with or without barriers. This paper analyses the pattern of Czechoslovak migrations in 1993-2004. After the split-up of Czechoslovak Federation citizens of both countries could reside and work in another country without any restrictions. This was even more simplified by the common cultural background and unique language proximity. Although the Slovak Republic was generally less successful in its economic growth than the Czech Republic, the analysis of the model of Czechoslovak migrations specified in this paper does not lead to the conclusion that economic differences between the two countries influence migration between Slovakia and the Czech Republic. It might be that economic disparities might influence migration however it happens only after they reach some critical level.
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1. Introduction
In general, primary determinants of migration decisions are expressed through the differences in wages and other sources of income between the host and the source countries (see for example Sjaastad, 1962; Todaro, 1969; Harris and Todaro, 1970; Walsh, 1974). However, this approach would not suffice to explain one interesting implication of modern migrations: if economic disparities between countries or regions prevail, why does volume of migration remain considerably small?

As Faini et al. (1999) point out international migration is the “great absentee” in the liberalization of global goods and factor markets. Net annual emigration rates in the...
developing countries represent less than 0.1 per cent of total populations, although the GDP per capita in these countries is less than 1/10 of that in the developed world (World Bank, 2005). Even in case of poor countries and regions that are situated very close to substantially wealthier regions (and therefore the costs of emigration are very low) such as Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, Northern Africa and Central America the net annual emigration rates are about 0.15 per cent (Brücker and Schroder, 2006).

Perhaps, one possible explanation to that moderate migration flows in case of high economic incentives is that there are high legal and administrative barriers to migration (Brücker and Silverstovs, 2004). The existence of these barriers is heavily defended by policy-makers and the populations in the migration-receiving countries. Generally, there are fears that opening the barriers to immigration will involve a massive influx of migrants. However, this was not the situation of European Union after recent enlargements. Introduction of free movement in the context of the EU southern enlargement did not increase immigration from the South, and opening the labour markets to citizens of the EU-8 new Member States (NMS) in 1/3 of the Member States of the EU and the European Economic Area (EEA) after May 2004 has resulted in a net migration of less than 0.2 per cent of the population of the NMS, despite the GDP per capita in the NMS being approximately 25% of the average of the old EU Member States (Brücker and Schroder, 2006).

This paper attempts to show that opening the borders to migration does not necessarily cause increased influx of immigrants, even if economic disparities prevail. Besides, it analyses free movement of labour within Czechoslovak customs union in 1993-2004. The results are generalized and applied to defending opening the barriers for migrations from EU NMS as well as Bulgaria and Romania that joined the EU in 2007.

2. Methodology

2.1 International Migration and the Role of Economic Incentives

It remains largely unclear why migrations happen and what causes them, if the economic incentives are not involved. With regard to this there should be recalled an on-going debate in migration literature that is trying to defend or refute linking international migration to economic factors. Here, wage differentials between the poorer country (country of emigration) and somewhat wealthier country (country of immigration), differences in GDP per capita or differences in unemployment are claimed to provide the basis for migration, or, be its decisive factors (see for example Ravenstain, 1889; Hicks, 1932; Sjaastad, 1962; Todaro, 1969; Harris and Todaro, 1970; Walsh, 1974; Geary and O’Grada, 1989). Although it seems unreasonable to underestimate the influence of those factors, however it becomes apparent that quite often economic incentives give the way to the so-called “social factors” that most of the migration literature tries to omit (see for example Granovetter, 1982; Granovetter, 1995; Bauer et al., 2002). The so-called “social factors” include influence of the family, friends, and language barrier and positive or negative externalities provided by the immigrants’ networks. No doubt that international migration would have never happened without economic “pull-fac-
tors\textsuperscript{1}, however it can be assumed that there is a strong influence of these “social” or “invisible” factors that has somewhat stronger impact on inducing migration from poor regions or countries to wealthier ones.

With regard to the above, it seems interesting to test how migration flows would behave in case if almost all possible economic and administrative barriers to migration are removed and the impact of “social” or “invisible” factors is neglectable. This should involve a natural experiment: a situation when two countries with borders open for migration apply no restriction to labour and migration flows from another party. In addition, it would be covetable that both countries have a highly-developed level of language proximity and share the same cultural and historical experience.

Analysing the recent development on European continent, it becomes clear that such an experiment has already taken place – the split-up of Czechoslovakia and creation of the Czechoslovak customs union (1993-2004). While the Czech Republic was more advanced in pursuing economic reforms and proceeding with economic transformation, the Slovak Republic was less developed and more dependent on mutual trade. Many Slovaks migrated to the Czech Republic for work, although these flows, simplified by the fact that there were no restrictions and administrative barriers, were moderate and manageable.

The Slovak Republic is country with a lower incomes and higher unemployment rate than those in the Czech Republic. At the face of various economic problems it is common for many Slovaks to leave their country and reside in the Czech Republic, both temporarily and permanently in an attempt to improve their level of life. In case of these labour migration transactional costs are marginal: citizens of the Slovak Republic do not need any residence permit, nor working visas to reside and work on the territory of the Czech Republic (registration at the nearest police office is required), language and cultural barriers are irrelevant due to the common cultural background (Czechoslovak Federation) and social ties are much more stronger than with any other country. In other words, the Slovaks are not considered to be foreigners by majority of the Czech population. The case of the Slovak Republic is of special interest, as far as it is easier for the Slovak workers to move to the Czech Republic in order to improve their economic position than anywhere else in Europe. The lack of natural and physical barriers makes this observation to be a very significant one.

There is not much evidence about regional migrations in Federal Czechoslovakia prior to the Velvet Revolution of 1989. Most of the labour migrations were temporary and were not recorded. Quite often it happened that citizens of one federal state were living and working in the other state for a number of years and then were returning back. Besides, given the formal status of Czech or Slovak citizenship in the Federation and overall similarities in the Czechoslovak socialist economy, these migrations cannot be well traced. It can only be assumed that some periphery-centre migrations (from rural areas to urban centres and especially Prague) were taking place as they happen in every country.

In the beginning of 1994 there were 17,000 Slovak citizens in the Czech Republic (16% of all foreigners residing in the country). During three years, until 1997 this

\textsuperscript{1} The notion of “push” and “pull” factors that are leading to migrations can be often found throughout migration literature. Among the most frequent push factors are for instance unbearable or threatening conditions in the home country, while pull factor can be for instance represented by the incentives in the country of immigration (see for example Ravenstein 1876, 1885, 1889; or Dorigo, 1983).
number increased to 52,000 Slovak citizens (Czech Statistical Office, 2007). Migration over the Czech-Slovak border became a considerable source of mitigation of the Slovak unemployment problem only after the split-up of the Federation in 1993. For instance, 2.8% of the Slovak labour force was employed in the Czech Republic in the 1996 (Tang et al., 2000).

The similarity of the whole situation to the EU 2004 enlargement and pending EU 2007 enlargement calls for analysing the story of Czech-Slovak migrations for deriving conclusions for the EU case. In spite of some methodological difference some critics will surely point out that (i.e. the fact the Czecho slovakia has divided instead of unifying as in the case of the EU, or that the language proximity is very close) the circumstances the Czech-Slovak migration is proceeding nowadays are largely similar to the situation in which all the CEE countries found themselves after the EU accession (granted freedom of movement of persons and workers in 1/3 of EU-15 states).

### 2.2 The Split-up of Czecho slovakia and the Successor States: Profiles

Czecho slovakia Federation disintegrated on the 1st of January 1993 after more than sev- enty years of existence. The split-up of the Federation brought about pessimistic prog- noses for both successor states. In case of the Slovak Republic the threats were in weak- ening caused by the division of common property and bearing relatively high costs of building a new state infrastructure. In the case of the Czech Republic it was the loss of broader internal market which was suddenly substituted by the international trade between two independent states (Dedek et al., 1997).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Slovak Republic</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross fixed capital formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in inventories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports of goods and services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports of goods and services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Czech Statistical Office, Slovak Statistics and Infostat Bratislava.

The split-up of the Federation had an impact on both states, especially in its first phase. In the year that followed the split-up, both GDP of the Czech Republic and independent Slovakia decreased by 0.9 and 4.1 per cent respectively (Table 1). Although this was the most serious decline in GDP in the whole course of transformation process, the next year GDP in both countries increased substantially.

The major impact was, of course, the decline in mutual trade between both countries. The decrease of GDP in both states was mainly caused by its stagnating volume in the first year after the split-up. The exports of goods and services from the Czech Republic to the
Slovak Republic (in fixed prices) declined by 23 per cent, while from the Slovak Republic to the Czech Republic the decline was 15 per cent (Czech Statistical Office, 1995).

While the inflation remained at the pre-division level (around 20 per cent) the main difference was the rate of unemployment. Being quite high in the Slovak Republic at the year of the split-up (10.4 per cent) it was growing in the next years by 40 per cent (Czech Statistical Office, 1996).

Table 2
The Development of Labour Productivity and Average Wage in Economy and Industry of Czech Republic and Slovak Republic in 1993-1994 (growth rates in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>National economy</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>National economy</th>
<th>Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour productivity</td>
<td>1.2 2.6</td>
<td>0.0 5.1</td>
<td>Labour productivity</td>
<td>-0.9 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal wage</td>
<td>25 17.1</td>
<td>23.8 15.7</td>
<td>Nominal wage</td>
<td>18.5 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real wage</td>
<td>3.5 6.1</td>
<td>2.5 4.8</td>
<td>Real wage</td>
<td>-3.8 3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Czech Statistical Office, Slovak Statistical Office.

The split-up of Czechoslovakia caused more problems to Slovak economy in terms of labour productivity. The growth rates of both productivity of labour, nominal wage and real wage slowed down in the first year after the division to grow with a slow rate (Table 2).

Overall, it can be stated that the Slovak Republic was more affected by the split-up of the Federation. Being a less economically developed part of the Federation with the prevailing share of agriculture, it felt upon the loss of the large internal market and had to substitute many channels of intra-national trade for international ones. Economic disparities and economic problems in the Slovak Republic which were apparent especially in the first years after the disintegration of Czechoslovakia made it searching for job in the neighbouring Czech Republic to look like quite a desirable opportunity (Figure 1).

Figure 1

Source: RILSA (2006); Horáková (2005).
All these, accompanied by the language proximity and the lack of administrative barriers between the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic, created an interesting natural experiment in which: (i) there existed economic incentives for migration from the country with lower economic performance (Slovak Republic) to the country with higher economic performance (Czech Republic), (ii) there were no administrative barriers to migration between the two countries in question, (iii) social factors were minimized by common cultural background of both countries (common federation for over seven decades) and language proximity of Czech and Slovak language.

The uniqueness of the Czech-Slovak migrations makes it a very interesting case that can be applied to explaining migration flows caused by economic incentives. For instance, this case shows that even in case of economic disparities and very small barriers to migration, mass influx of immigrants in the wealthier country should not necessarily be the only way the things might develop.

3. The Data

The data on the Slovak citizens employed in the Czech Republic include only officially registered Slovak citizens working on the territory of the Czech Republic on the legal basis in the years 1993-2004. There is no need to go beyond that data, as far as EU accession in 2004 that brought both the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic to the European Union, has also eliminated the previous provisions and opened the door to the free movement of labour in both states (neither the Czech Republic, nor the Slovak Republic opted for the transition periods for the free movement of labour within the EU).

Thus the data comes from the reliable source and can be accepted almost without any hesitation due to several reasons: first, at the time under consideration there were no residence permits or visas for Slovak citizens in order to enter the Czech Republic; second Slovak citizens did not have to have work permit in order to start a new job in the Czech Republic; third, the registration process was simplified to minimum (informing the neighbouring police department for foreigners). All this provided a very strong incentive for the citizens of Slovak Republic living and working in the Czech Republic not to conceal their actual activities and presence in the country. Indeed, simple registration and the lack of administrative barriers made illegal unemployment useless. Slovak citizens themselves were in favour of their actual numbers in the Czech Republic being counted and registered by the organs of public administration. In addition, it is clear that those Slovaks who, in spite of all incentives, choose to be employed illegally were putting themselves to higher risk than their law-obeying countrymen. All that made the number of illegal Slovak workers irrelevant. In addition to that and due to the reasons listed above Slovak labour migration to the Czech Republic can be regarded as one of the most accurately measured and described of its kind.

The data also include: the annual difference in the GDP levels between the country of emigration and immigration calculated according to the respective exchange rates (measured by calculating the annual level of GDP in both the country of emigration and immigration in USD, then obtaining the differential of GDP levels in both countries calculated as a percentage change to the basic year of 1993); annual observations on size of economically active population (to the basic year of 1993) and measured as the people between 15 and 64 years of age (an approximation of the size of the labour market); rise
of GDP in the Slovak Republic (to the basic year of 1993) and annual unemployment rates in both countries.

The data pool crucial for testing the impact of economic incentives on labour migration from the Slovak Republic to the Czech Republic in 1993-2004 was obtained mainly at the Czech Statistical Office and Research Institute for Labour and Social Affairs in Prague.

4. Empirical Model

In this section of the paper an econometric model that tries to capture the impact of economic incentives on Czech-Slovak migrations is presented. The usual form of most of the econometric models that aim to test similar causality is to relate the rate of migration to such economic factors as wages, employment and GDP per capita. For example Walsh (1974) built one of the first models of fluctuations in year-to-year migrations for Ireland. The general approach to the model adopted by Walsh in his paper and followed by others was in the following form:

$$ M_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 Y_{it} + \beta_2 Y_{jt} + u_k, \ k = 1,2...n $$

(1)

where $M_{ijt}$ is the annual rate of net migration flow from country $i$ to country $j$ in period $t$ and $Y_{it}$ and $Y_{jt}$ are the measures of the expected lifetime income in each country (Walsh, 1974).

Whilst most of the research literature already assumes that there is a certain impact of economic factors on migration and merely tries to test the strength of this impact, this paper examines whether and to what extent economic factors have influenced migration rate (flows of migrants expressed as net migration flows) between two countries, represented by the Czech and Slovak Republics.

Following Walsh (1974), Geary and O’Gráda (1989) and Strielkowski and O’Donoghue (2006) the model as presented in equation (1) can be extended in order to fit this empirical research and presented in a form of a multivariate statistical model in the general linear form:

$$ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 Y_{\text{diff},ijt} + \beta_2 DEM_{jt} + \beta_3 Y_{jt} + \beta_4 U_{jt} + \beta_5 U_{it} + u_k, \ k = 1,2...n $$

(2)

where $Y_{\text{diff},ijt}$ is the annual difference (in %) in the GDP levels of the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic calculated using the respective exchange rates and the year of 1993 as the baseline; $DEM_{jt}$ is the ability of the labour market in immigration country (Czech Republic) to “absorb” migration expressed as the change in the number of economically active population (to the basic year of 1993) at the age between 15 and 64 (in %); $Y_{jt}$ is the rise of GDP (in % to the baseline year) in emigration country (Slovak Republic) introduced in order to capture the improvement of economic conditions at home for Slovak immigrants that might become a considerable inducement for the reverse migration; $U_{jt}$ is the unemployment rate (in %) in the country of emigration (Czech Republic); $U_{it}$ is the unemployment rate (in %) in the country of immigration (Slovak Republic) and $u_k$ represents disturbance or noise. The log-linear form of the dependent
variable has been used due to the computational reasons, namely in order to reduce the proportions of the size of migration flows.

The hypothesis that is to be tested using the model presented in (2) can be summarized in the following way: it is likely that the inflow of labour migration can be explained by the economic differences between the two countries: one of them being the country of emigration and the other being the country of immigration. The hypothesis can be either supported or rejected on the basis of model estimation, the latter showing that the economic differences cannot influence migration of workers of any kind, at least not to the considerable level. Rejecting the hypothesis would then mean that different levels of economic development in countries that produce net outflows of labour migration and countries that are net recipients of labour migration is unlikely to be the main explanatory factor for migrations. The hypothesis which is tested on the example of the Czech-Slovak migration allows extrapolating the results on the situation in which, sooner or later, the EU will be if it decides to open its labour markets for Bulgaria, Romania and perhaps Turkey.

The results of the regression for the labour migrations of the Slovak citizens to the Czech Republic, log (M) are presented below (Table 3). The equation (2) has been estimated using two approaches. The first method of estimation is Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and OLS using a stepwise regression (the threshold for entering to the model has been set at the 15 per cent significance level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (M)</th>
<th>log (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP difference</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.012]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economically active population in the country of immigration (Czech Republic)</td>
<td>-2.520*</td>
<td>-1.734***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.203]</td>
<td>[0.339]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP rise in the country of emigration (Slovak Republic)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.056]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>11.562***</td>
<td>11.605***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.704]</td>
<td>[0.144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate in the country of immigration (Czech Republic)</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.130]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate in the country of emigration (Slovak Republic)</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.067]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard errors in brackets.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Source: own estimations.

The coefficients of determination in both cases are very high: 0.8 and 0.72 respectively. The signs of the variables behave as expected except for the case of the variable denoting the GDP difference in both countries and the variable representing the rise of the economically active population in the country of immigration. Instead of positive signs (as expected), the estimation has yielded negative signs: this would mean that the...
higher is the difference in GDP between the country of emigration and immigration, the less would be migration flows; the second causality would mean that the larger is the labour market in the country of immigration, the less will be immigration to this country. The other variables behave as expected.

The problem is the significance of the variables: just one variable (the rise of the economically active population in the country of immigration) appears to be significant (at the 10 per cent level). In order to overcome possible problems with correlations between explanatory variables, a stepwise regression has been used to estimate (2). Again, similarly to the previous case, just one variable (the rise of the economically active population in the country of immigration) has been left in the results of the estimation. The variable is negative again and it is also significant at the 1 per cent level.

It has to be recognized that the main problem with the model specified in (2) is the fact that it uses six parameters but has only 12 observations. This considerably reduces the degrees of freedom and thus the predictive power of the model. This is due entirely to the nature of the data: Czechoslovakia ceased to exist in 1993, so today there is data available for just 14 years (and in this paper migration flows until 2004 are considered). The small data pool might have no use in the regression because the number of observations is too low for the interpretation of the regression results. Due to this problem it might be more precise to try using alternative measures of the relationships between the dependent and the independent variables in turns, taking the independent variables one by one and analysing single cases (in fact, analysing simple regression models with one dependent and one independent variable).

In order to do so, equation (2) has been modified in order to yield the following 5 equations:

\[ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 Y_{diff,ijt} + u_k, \quad k = 1,2,...n \]  
\[ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 DEM_{jt} + u_k, \quad k = 1,2,...n \]  
\[ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 Y_{jt} + u_k, \quad k = 1,2,...n \]  
\[ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 U_{jt} + u_k, \quad k = 1,2,...n \]  
\[ \log (M)_{ijt} = \alpha + \beta_1 U_{it} + u_k, \quad k = 1,2,...n \]  

Thence, it seems reasonable to proceed in this manner, computing the regressions with the help of the ordinary least squares method using one dependent (logarithm of labour migration flows from the Slovak Republic to the Czech Republic) and one independent variable.

The results of estimations of equations (3)-(7) are presented in the Table 4. The separate impact of each independent variable on the labour migration flows is shown using the sign and the value of the coefficient, the significance levels (if applicable, i.e. in case of significant variables) and the standard errors.

Although the coefficients of determination vary considerably from case to case (from 0.04 being the lowest to 0.72 being the highest) three variables have appeared to have impact on the flow of labour migrations: GDP difference, size of the labour market in the Czech Republic (economically active population) and GDP rise in Slovak Repub-
lic (incentive to stay at home). Unemployment rates in both the Slovak Republic (country of emigration) and the Czech Republic (country of immigration) seem to have no significant impact on determining the flows of labour migration of Slovak citizens.

| Table 4 |
| Results per Individual Equations; Log of Labour Migration Log(M) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>log (M)</th>
<th>log (M)</th>
<th>log (M)</th>
<th>log (M)</th>
<th>log (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP difference</td>
<td>-0.013**  [0.005]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economically active population in the country of immigration (Czech Republic)</td>
<td>-1.734***  [0.339]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP rise in the country of emigration (Slovak Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.054**  [0.021]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>10.955***  [0.077]</td>
<td>11.605***  [0.144]</td>
<td>11.593***  [0.275]</td>
<td>10.617***  [0.499]</td>
<td>10.605***  [0.309]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate in the country of immigration (Czech Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.048  [0.045]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate in the country of emigration (Slovak Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.019  [0.032]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard errors in brackets.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Source: own estimations.

The difference in GDP between the two countries has a negative impact on labour migration, the estimated coefficient is small but the variable is of the high significance (5 per cent level, R-squared is 0.36). This would mean that increasing or decreasing gaps in the GDP levels between the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic does not influence the numbers of the Slovak citizens legally employed in the Czech Republic.

Contrary to the expectations summarized in Table 1 there appears to be a negative relationship between the approximate size of the labour market in the Czech Republic and the Slovak labour migration (significant at 1 per cent level, R-squared is 0.72). So, the larger the labour market, the less are labour migrations. This startling result might be explained by two things: (i) it might be that the size of the labour market cannot be approximated by the number of people of the working age, when it is not adjusted for the unemployment rate it might easily be that not all these people are in the job or want to take a job; (ii) it might be that the number of people of the working age in the immigration country is actually playing a reverse role – the more are the people of the working age, the higher is the competition and the harder it is for the immigrants to find a job, so many prefer to stay at home to trying their chances elsewhere. In fact, many Slovak immigrants in the Czech Republic were in low-qualified and low-paid jobs (the ones that natives rejected). It might be that due to the increase of population in the working age these jobs might be already taken. In addition to the previous, it might as well be that a large share of immigrants engages in illegal jobs that have no record in the model and therefore cannot be controlled for. The assumption concerning the negative relationship between the independent variable and the GDP rate in the country of emigration has proved to be correct (the variable is significant
at 5 per cent level, R-squared is 0.39). This means that the rise of the GDP in the Slovak Republic (the economy will thus be better off) might make many Slovaks stay at home instead of looking for a job in the Czech Republic.

Unemployment rates in the country of immigration (the Czech Republic) and the country of emigration (the Slovak Republic) have proved to be insignificant in their relation to pre-determining the flow of labour migration and both have positive signs. This would lead to the implication that the higher is the unemployment in the Slovak Republic, the higher is the outbound labour migration, but higher unemployment rate in the Czech Republic would still mean high migration. The explanation to that might be that Slovak migrants are highly sensitive to worsening economic conditions at home, while they are indifferent to worsening of the economic situation in the target country (e.g. the labour market is so large that they expect to find employment anyway. However, very low R-squared (0.04 and 0.1 respectively) and no significance in the predictive power of the variables makes these speculations irrelevant. As far as the case of Czech-Slovak migrations is considered unemployment simply cannot be regarded as the relevant determinant of labour migrations.

Overall, it seems that in the model specified above and using the data outlined in section 3 most of the variables have no or limited impact on the rate of labour migration flows of Slovak citizens to the Czech Republic. Just one variable (rise of GDP growth rate in Slovak Republic) behaved as expected according to economic rationale, while the other four appeared to have different signs (GDP difference between two countries, approximation of the labour market size in the Czech Republic expressed as the number of people of the working age) or to have no significance at all (unemployment rates in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic).

To sum it up, for the model specified above migration flows are not sensitive to economic differences between the countries, even in case of extremely favourable conditions for migration prevail (absence of language barriers, social and economic similarities of the countries, cultural proximity, etc.) as it is in the case of Czech Republic and Slovakia. There is an implication that stems from that conclusion: there might be a possibility that economic differences within some magnitude have no impact on migration between two countries – a country with a lower economic performance and a country with higher economic performance. However, these economic differences might start to influence migration after they exceed some critical level. There is a legitimate hypothesis that this “critical level” can be different for different countries (as far as different countries tend to have a varying country-specific propensity to migration).

5. Conclusions

It becomes very clear that in a quite number of cases migration flows are not sensitive to economic differences between countries even if extremely favourable conditions for migration prevail. An example of labour migrations of Slovak citizens to the Czech Republic in 1993-2004 was used to testify this case. The results of particular model and data set used in the paper does not lead to conclusion that migrations from the Slovak Republic (a country with lower economic performance) migrations to the Czech Republic (a country with higher economic performance) under very favourable administrative conditions for migration (no visas, working permits or other administrational obstacles)
as well as language and cultural proximity between the two countries was affected by the economic incentives and economic differences. Truly, economic differences might start effecting migration after they reach some critical level (which has not been reached in the case of Czechoslovak migrations).

The analysis of Czech-Slovak labour migrations calls for several important implications. For instance, knowing that economic differences in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic would be creating incentives for workers from the Slovak Republic to emigrate to the Czech Republic in a search of better jobs and knowing that barriers to this migration almost do not exist, it would be logical to assume high rate of migrations. However, knowing that under the conditions described above there were no massive labour migrations from the Slovak Republic to the Czech Republic, it seems puzzling why migration expectations from EU-8 and EU-2 (Bulgaria and Romania) are so widely discussed by the general public and justified in television and press. Instead, another postulate seems to be true: the labour market in the conditions of the European Union is sticky and expectations of inflow of labour from poorer Member States to richer Member States are not sufficiently justified.

The case of the Czech-Slovak labour migration was just an illustration of what the trends might be like after the EU accession; this specific case clearly shows that the situation does not incline to massive migration moves of workers. The thing is that even in the case of the Czech-Slovak migration the large gaps in income and problems with demography have not brought more than 2% of the emigrant-country workforce on the move. When the case of labour migration most similar to the situation in the enlarged EU provides such small impact of economic difference on the labour migration, why would it be different after the EU eastern enlargement?

It should not be forgotten that apart from the economic factors there are other factors, such as cultural, linguistic and social ties which prevent massive flows of workers from rising. It has to be remembered that these factors are often of more sense and should be taken into consideration first when talking about the labour movements. These factors and the proximity to migration as such can differ in various EU Member States.

It is more than likely that the fears of massive labour migration to the EU-25 from the new accession states will not come true as they did not come true in the case of the EU eastern enlargement and the transitional periods, which are likely to be implemented, will be merely caused by the political tensions and demands, not any considerable economic and demographic grounds.
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